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The hill of Montmartre had represented, for centuries, a very -visible goal, set away to the north, almost provocative. For a city that was still young, it was difficult to resist the temptation to reach it-at the beginning by pilgrimages, by Sunday walks. Little by little taverns spread out along the road to it. A string of houses linked the gate of Paris with the wine-shops in the gardens on the hill, and with the mills whence donkeys carried you along its paths.
When the basilica of the Sacre-Cceur began to rear itself aloft, enormous, bulging in all directions, made of a marvellously white stone in order to catch and diffuse all the light that was available above the mist and the smoke, it was more than a thousand years since Paris had dreamed of installing herself up there and marking her occupation by some trophy which could be seen from the other end of the plain of the Ile-de-France, as the trophy of La Turbie may be seen from ships at sea.
It was at this trophy of the conquest of Montmartre that the people standing in the corridors of the Lille express were looking. They had passed Survilliers. The train, at a hundred and twenty kilometres an hour, was running down the gentle slope that leads to Saint-Denis. They had already put on their overcoats and taken their baggage down from the racks. But their eyes satiated themselves with the hugeness of the church, and they experienced a fearful pride in the fact that Paris should have devised this imposing way of watching their arrival.
It was at this trophy of Montmartre that the farm labourer was looking as he came on his bicycle from the fields along the road from Gonesse to Le Trembky. He had some difficulty in keeping the soles of his boots, thick with clay, on the pedals. But when he sat down in a tavern a little later, the horizon of Montmartre would not have vanished from his mind altogether. The room, the tables, the glasses would take on a little of that pomp, that glory, which invesl the leisure of the Parisian working man.

